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ABSTRACT 

In this paper, we explore how message transfer is influenced by the number of 

possibilities to control message recording and sending. Subjects were asked to record 

and add some personal data to a so-called database of subjects by means of a tele

phone conversation. Two conditions were created in which the control possibilities 

were varied. In the first condition subjects were confronted with a standard telephone 

answering machine, in the second condition subjects dealt with a human person (a 

secretary) who manipulated a taperecorder. 

Dependent variables were number of failures and number of redundant actions 

by the subjects. We expected that the transferred messages would be more complete 

and would contain less failures if the subjects had more possibilities at hand for mes

sage sending. Using a recent layered model of message exchange between human and 

machine or between human and human, we present a layered overview of failures and 

redundant actions that may appear in the interaction between subjects and telephone. 

However, no clear differences in the measured variables were found between 

both conditions. Moreover, the number of gathered data was too small to draw strong 

conclusions. We examine which unexpected influences, caused by the human interface, 

appeared to determine the interaction in the Secretary Condition, as compared to the 

Answering machine Condition. 

May 16, 1990 
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Interaction of control commands in message transfer by means of 
telephone answering machines 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Problem 

L. Kraak & M. Mulders 

Instituut voor Perceptie Onderzoek/IPO 

Transfer of infonnation between humans always goes along some channel. In case of an artificial chan

nel (e.g. note-book, telephone, video recorder), interaction with an intennediate channel is needed either 

to store and eventually send infonnation or to receive infonnation. Then, we talk of human-machine

human interaction. The central issue in our research is how human-machine interaction with the aim to 

send infonnation to another human can be understood and improved. The topic of the interaction then 

concerns the functions of the machine and not the contents of the message; these can only be inter

preted by the receiver of the message (also by interacting with the machine). This seperation does not 

meao however that the interaction with the machine has no effect on the transferred message. A user 

will send more often defective messages with a machine that hardly offers possibilities for improving 

the message than with a machine that does have such possibilities. Besides the presence or absence of 

eertaio possibilities, it is also important that the user of a machine constructs, without much trouble, a 

model of the machine that agrees with the built-in functionalities. The user needs also a model of the 

problem for which he consults the machine; the requisites for the salution of the problem should he 

present in the available possibilities. Therefore, the functions of the machine should be clear and should 

conform to the needs of the user. 

In this paper we report on an explorative experiment that should give us a better picure of the 

influence of control possibilities at machine level on the message that will be transferred. In two condi

tions, the number of control possibilities was varied. As to this, in the condition with the higher number 

of control possibilities, each action of the machine was preceded and concluded by an intelligent 

interaction between the user and his interface of the machine. This interaction constitutes, as it were, a 

dialogue in which is negotiated about the forther course of the interaction. We expect that the sent 

messages will be more complete and otherwise contain less defects, if the user has more control facili

ties in sending the message than when these are Iacking. 

1.2. Layered Protocols 

A recent model that describes message transfer in case of human-machine communication is the Lay

ered Protocol Model of Taylor (1988a). According to this model, human-machine communication 

exists of message transfer on several layers which are vertically ordered as to the level of abstractness 

of the messages. Taylor assumes that transfer of intentions in coded fonn takes place on all layers of a 
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dialogue. Depending on the level at which the sender of the message forms bis primal intention and 

thus generates a message of a specified abstraction, the highest level of communication between man 

and machine differs in abstraction with regard to the original intention. For example, the sender bas the 

intention to report about a specific topic. He can utter this goal by means of a segment of speech which 

consists of sentences on a lower abstraction layer, that again consist of phrases, words, morphemes, 

fonemes, fonetical characteristics, sound-frequencies, etc. on subsequently lower levels. Simultaneously 

with the original intention, the sender wants the sentences, phrases and words to be understood, the 

morphemes to be audible, the pbooernes and phonetic segments to be recognizable and the sound

frequencies to be detectable. Another example is the situation in which the sender/speaker intends to 

dictate sentences without the receiver/hearer being able to onderstand their meaning. In this case an 

intention is genemted on sentence level instead of the higher topic level, and will be coded next on all 

layers lying undemeath. 

An intention that one dialogoe-partner forms on a eertaio level and wishes to transfer is not sent 

to bis dialogoe-partner on the same level; this happens a layer below, after being translated into a 

transferable code. It is necessary that this code can be interpreted by the lower layer and can be coded 

forther by this layer for the following layer below the present one. Also on this layer, intentions are 

formed that are forther processed on a yet lower layer, until the coding is sufficiently concrete to be 

sent along a physical channel. This is the channel that enables communication between sender of the 

message and receiver on the most concrete level. Which level this is depends on the number of layers 

that is distinguished and what is considered as the lowest layer on this ground. In human-human com

munication this is, for example, the acoustical speech-signa! or ink-pattems on paper, while in human

computer communication, these are the tools of the hardware as these are visible and controlled by the 

human: keyboard, screen, speech input/output devices, etc. The lowest level of a Layered Protocol 

Model is called real, all higher levels are called virtual. 

At the receiving side, each translation process happens in a reversed way, i.e. from concrete to 

abstract messages, until the highest level at which the sender wanted bis message to be decoded (under

stood) by the receiver. A prerequisite for the correct arrival of the intentioned message is, that neither 

the message is mutilated during these translation processes nor the channel occupied along which the 

message is transported. 

Each level and the model as a whole is a protocol (a collection of agreements) for the sending 

and receiving of a message. A protocol is a set of conventions according to which the contents of the 

message are coded. Which protocol should be used depends on the 'language' in which the messages 

are expressed, on the partners that are involved in the message-transfer and on the channel along which 

the messages are transported. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL COMPARISON 

2.1. Task and conditions 

To enable a comparison between two situations that differ only on the complexity of the human

machine intemction, we chose for message-transfer by means of a more or less intelligent telephone 

answering machine. In this form of message-transfer, the scheme human-machine-human interaction is 
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clearly visible. The transfer proper of the message occurs between both human partners, while the 

interaction between sender and machine is necessary for storing and sending the message in coded form 

and receiver-machine interaction is necessary for receiving and decading the message. The human

machine interaction is called interaction of control. In the present experiment, we only considered the 

human-machine interaction that is necessary for storing and sending the message. 

The task that the subjects had to perform consisted of dictating via a telephone-line a few per

sonal data on the tape of a cassette recorder. These data were required of a subject who wanted to 

apply for the bank of subjects of the IPO. The subjects were instructed to leave bebind the following 

data: name, address, telephone-number, date of birth, (former) education, and bank-account number or 

Giro account number (see appendix 11 for the exact formulation). 

Both conditions differed in the amount of control that was realized in the partner whom the caller 

was confronted with. In the answering machine condition (AC) the subjects were conneeled to an 

answering machine that played an instructional text Subsequently, they could record the required data 

(maximum recording time was 250 seconds). In this condition, the possibilities to control the machine 

were minimum, i.e. those of a conventional telephone answering machine. This meant that the caller, 

besides recording a message, was only able to put down the receiver on bis own initiative; he could not 

correct or even erase a message. In the secretary condition (SC) the subjects were confronted with a 

secretary who told them that it was necessary to record some personal data on a tape in order to apply 

for the bank of subjects. After that, she played the same instructional text as in the AC. Next, the secre

tary suggested to repeat the instructional text or to start the recording. After the recording, she sug

gested to replay the recording. The secretary could hear everything during the interaction and could 

eventually intervene. She was allowed to react only to the subjects as far as the control of the cassette 

recorder was concemed; she always responded to content questions (e.g. about the datum of the experi

ments) with the remark that she did not know anything about this. In this condition, the possibilities to 

control the machine were those of a cassette recorder. The subject did not get complete instructions 

about the possibilities of controL The suggestions of the secretary were supposed to be sufficient to 

activate, as it were, the model of a cassette recorder in the user. 

The dependent variables, measured in both conditions on the basis of the recorded data, were 

number of items that failed, number of slips of the tongue, number of failures to retrieve information 

from memory, number of subjects that spelled items, repeated items, kept the sameorder in the items as 

in the instructional text, number of subjects that uttered incomplete or ungrammatical sentences, and 

number of subjects that had a prematural break-off of the telephone connection. As to the completeness 

of the messages, also the repair actions that subjects performed on their own initiative were taken into 

account. Thus, the final message, possibly the result of some editing actions, counted as the basis for 

our data. 

2.2. Control possibilities 

In figures I and 2, the global differences between AC and SC, concerning the interaction, are 

given in a flow diagram (inspired by Tainsh, 1985). The representation by means of a flow diagram 

only bas illustrative value and is not meant as a theoretica! justification of the different structures of 

interaction. The horizontal arrows between the processes of the two partners bear a lable that refers to 
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the infornation that is transferred. This infornation forns the input to the module to which the arrow 

refers and is a condition for the activation of that module. In the case of bidirectional infornation 

sending, one of the partners should have (take or get) the initiative. In AC, this was the answering 

machine; in SC, this should be either the secretary, or the caller. The most important difference 

between the patterns of interaction is, that in AC the interaction always finishes, while in SC, it is in 

principle possible that the interaction continues forever because each process is closed by an interaction 

between both partners in which new actions are decided. During this interaction, both partners come to 

an agreement about the further course of the dialogue; in AC, such a negotiation is completely absent 

2.3. Procedure 

It was not clear beforehand how many subjects would participate, while they phoned referring to a sum

mons in a paper of the Technica! University in Eindhoven via which people were asked to apply for the 

bank of subjects of the IPO. In this advertisement, it was not mentioned that the application actually 

was an experiment (see appendix 1). At the end of the experiment the subjects received a questionnaire 

in which was told that they had participated in an experiment (see the questionnaires in appendix III). 

The subjects earned a small reward when they sent the completed questionnaire back. An equal amount 

of questionnaires could be sent in both conditions. 

2.4. Subjects 

In all, 18 callers left bebind sufficient data to be able to receive a questionnaire. However, it appeared 

that one SC-caller was aware that he was involved in an experiment. One AC-caller did not understand 

the task and only recorded bis name and telephone number together with a request to call back. The 

data of both subjects are left out of the analysis. Thus, the analysis was perfomled on data of 16 sub

jects who recorded more or less complete messages. From these, eight subjects were confronted with 

the answering machine and eight with the secretary. The subjects varled in age from 18 to 47 years old. 

Seven persons were male and nine female. 

3. RESULTS 

3.1. Task 

In AC, it happened seven times that a call was ended by the caller without the recording of any mes

sage. It could be concluded on the basis of the questionnaire that one subject only recorded bis data 

after having listened three times to the instructional text. This explains two of the seven cases men

tioned above. The remaining five cases cannot be explained. In SC, one caller did notrecord data after 

consulring the secretary. 

In AC, one subject recorded an incomplete message (one item lacked) and in SC, two subjects recorded 

incomplete messages (respectively, one and two items were lacking). The remaining subjects recorded 

complete messages. 
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3.2. Repair actions 

3.2.1. introduetion 

Repair actions are actions initiated by the subject to improve defects in bis message. The repair actions 

that were used could be divided into two categories, dependent on the kind of defect that was repaired, 

i.e. failures and disturbances. We only consider the actions that can be indicated as defects because of 

eertaio demands in the task, or because the subject bimself considers these as such. This is shown by 

bis initiative to improve them. No demands were made on, for example, order of data, insertion of 

pauses, avoidanee of hesitations and repeats. 

3.2.2. failures 

Failures are defined as imperfections during the interaction that are generated by the subject himself. 

The failures made during the recording of the data were the missing of items, slips of the tongue and 

vainly trying to remember a word. In AC, five subjects and in SC, three subjects showed one or more 

failures. (See table 1 for an overview of the failures that were found.) When notall required data were 

recorded, this led to an incompleteness error that could either be detected by the subject and repaired or 

not In AC, two subjects performed a repair action and completed their data, after all. Only the mes

sage of one subject remained incomplete. Other failures were mainly slips of the tongue and once a 

subject could not remember a eertaio word. In SC three subjects recorded an incomplete message, one 

subject made a slip of the tongue and no subject detectably failed in retrieving words from memory. 

3.2.3. Disturbances 

Disturbances are defined as imperfections during the interaction that are generated by the machine and 

not by the subject. In all, we registered two disturbances. In AC, the conneetion with the answering 

machine broke off once because a subject spoke too softly which was considered as a silence by the 

machine. The machine was designed to end the conneetion after a silence that lasted more than seven 

seconds. In SC, the conneetion broke off once during the instructional text because the telephone of the 

calling subject failed. (In both cases, the subjects repaired the conneetion by calling again.) In AC, the 

cause of the break-down was not clear to the subject. She thought that she had only a very limited 

amount of time to record her data. Therefore, when she called again, she hastily recorded her data 

which caused two slips of the tongue. 

3.3. Prevention of failures 

Furthermore, actions were performed that were no repair actions because at the moment of the perfor

mance no error had yet occurred. These actions should prevent errors and are called redundant actions. 

The use of redundancy reveals an aspect of uncertainty of the sender of a message conceming the pos

sibility of the receiver to correctly onderstand a message. Redundant actions were: maintaining the 

order of data as mentioned in the instructional text, repetition of items, spelling of items and the utter

ing of complete sentences, e.g. 'my name is Jolanda Jansen'. (See table 2 for the exact numbers). 
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Table 1 number and sorts of failures that showed up per condition (brackets indicate a repaired 

failure) 

Incompeteness 
telephone number is lacking 

date of birth is lacking 

Giro or bank-account number is lacking 

Postal code is lacking 

slips of the tongue 
"... op eh/in de raadhuisstraat ... " 

"... in/op de clementinelaan ... " 

" ... nul vielveertig ... " 

" ... en bankrekeningnummer vijf/eh gironummer vijf een ... " 

" ... telefoon acht drie/nee sorry acht een twee acht ... " 

Failing retrieval 
subject is looking for the word "netnummer" 

AC SC 

(1) 1 

(1) 1 

1 1 

(1) 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

Table 2: number of subjects per condition that used a eertaio redundant action. 

AC SC 

order 5 6 

repetition 2 1 

spelling 5 4 

complete sentences 5 4 

3.4. Control of the machine 

In AC, three subjects made use of the (restricted) possibility to control the machine by calling again 

and recording missing items. The persons that put down the receiver without recording any data made 

use of the possibility to break off the conneetion at their own decision, but do not beloog to our pool of 

subjects. In SC, six subjects made use of machine control: one subject listened again to the instruc

tional text after establishment of the conneetion that happened to break off. Five subjects listened to 

the data that they just had recorded. It appeared that the subjects in SC showed no own initiative, but 
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only used control possibilities if the secretary explicitly suggested them. Furthermore, it appeared that 

no subject used control of the machine to repair a failure in their recorded data. 

4. DISCUSSION 

4.1. Task definition and repair of failures 

In section 3.2. we only dealt with the imperfections that were repaired by the subjects during the 

interaction because they were detected by them as such. However, we can also ootice defects that were 

not repaired, as the missing of data in the ultimate message. Besides the demand of recordinga com

plete message, there were no other demands as maintenance of a specific order of items, insertion of 

pauses, uttering of complete sentences, spelling of data and avoidanee of hesitations and repetitions. lf 

this was required, we could have counted more errors. 

4.2. Repair and prevention of failures in relation to the Layered Protocol model 

During the interaction, two modes of communication between caller and (intelligent) answering machine 

existed across the same channel, i.e. the telephone line. This is called multiplexing by Taylor (1988b) 

which means an efficient way to have several processes communicate simultaneously. In the present 

experiment, the messages in the content mode were meant for the owner of the answering machine; the 

messages in the control mode were control commands to the machine for the correct recording of the 

information. In both modes, messages can be transferred at different levels of abstraction. At each 

level, defects can be prevented by entering redundancy in the message. Tables 3a and 3b show the pos

sibie defects and redundancies at eacb level of abstraction per mode. We define redundancy as the 

extra information that reduces the chance that the message gets mutilated during transfer. These tables 

only represent the situation in SC, while in AC the possibilities are very restricted and do not occur in 

natura! language. Here, the machine can be controlled only by manipulating the telephone apparatus or 

by being silent. 

4.2.1. repair actions 

A repair action that follows a defect in the content mode is not necessarily carried out in the same 

mode, but can also be carried out in the control mode. Por example, the subject can repair the record

ing of a wrong message, either by saying:"Sorry, my current address is ... ", or by cammanding the 

secretary to playback the recording and record anew. However, it is not possible torestare a cammand 

througb the contents mode because the secretary bas no access to this mode. The relation between both 

modes resembles a computer that can judge whether a eertaio input is a legal cammand in cammand 

mode, but that is not able to draw this distinction in text input mode. As is mentioned in section 3.4, it 

never happened that subjects repaired an error in cammand mode, i.e. by means of machine controL 

4.2.2. prevention of failures 

The more one deseencts the levels of abstraction, the faster, the exchange of messages between two 

partners takes place. At the lower levels, the messages sbould contain hardly any failures because bere 

actions of repair would be very obstructive for the communication. At these levels, the redundancy that 
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is incorporated in the message in the form of syntax should be sufficient prevention against failures and 

make monitoring (checking) and error correction superfluous. 

Table 3a: Possible defects and matching repair actions in the content mode, ordered according to the 

level of abstraction of the messages of the subject. 

Level of Content mode Control mode 
abstraction Defect Repair action Defect Repair action 

4: Goal - wrong goal of - choose different - wrong goal of - choose different 

of the interaction goal interaction goal 

conversa ti on 

3: Topics -wrong item - restore item - wrong command - utter correct 

of the recorded command 

conversation - failing retrieval - look up item - failing retrieval - ask command 

of item of a command to the secretary 

- forget item - remember item - forget command - remember command 

Both modes 
Defect Repair action 

2: Linguistic - slips of the tongue - improve what 

utterance was said 

- failing retrieval - remember words 

ofwords 

1: Speech sounds - hesitations - restore 
(eh's) speaking smoothly 

- speale too softly - speale loud, 

if necessary, 

clarify 

0: Sounds - the conneetion - call again 

is breaking off 
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Table 3b: Possible redundant actions in the content mode and control mode of SC, ordered according to 

level of abstraction of the messages of the subject .. 

Level of 
abstraction 

4: Goal 
ofthe 
conversation 

3: Topics 
of the 
conversa ti on 

2: Language 
utterances 

1: Speech sounds 

0: Sounds 

Content mode 
Redundantaction 

- listen again to 
instructional text 

- maintain the order 

of the items as 

mentioned in the 

instructional text 

- repeat items 

- spell items 

Both modes 
Redundantaction 

Control mode 
Redundantaction 

- ask secretary which 

possibilities the 

machine bas. 

- repeat commands 

- spell commands 

- utter grammatical sentences 

- repeat words 

- spell words 

- speak clearly, 

improve articulation 

- produce much sound 

4.3. Control of the machine 

It is remarkable that subjects seldom used the control possibilities of the machine in SC, and if so, it 

was not on their own initiative. We can explain this in several ways. 

First, the need for control of the machine was small because the task was rather simple. In the 

questionnaire, the subjects were asked whether they considered the amount of items too much (question 

[4,3]) 1 and whether they wanted to look up some item (question [5.4]) (see appendix 111). In AC, four 

subjects and three subjects in SC considered it too many items. (The remaining subjects had a 

'different' opinion). However, in both conditions, four subjects had written down the items when 

listening to the instructional text (question [4a,3a]). It was not clear tothem whether they would he able 

to remember all items at once. Three out of four subjects in AC and two out of four subjects in SC 

1 The notation '[x,y]' is used to refer to questions x and y of, respectively, the AC- and the SC-questionnaire; '[x,-]' 
and '[-,y]' mean that a question was only posed in one of both conditions. 
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said that they had facilitated the task by writing down the items. One subject in AC and two subjects in 

SC wisbed tolook up an item. In both cases it concemed a bank-account number (question [5,4]). In 

AC, five subjects said they wisbed to change sarnething in their data, in SC, three subjects said this 

(question [6,8]). In AC, three subjects wanted to hear again their items (question [7,-]). In AC, one sub

ject wanted to hear again the instructional text, in SC, two subjects wanted this (question [4b, 3b]). It is 

difficult to measure the need for control in AC and the actual use of control in SC. The answer on 

question [6a, 8a] about the reason of their dissatisfaction should give same indication. Dissatisfaction 

concemed: the wish to change sarnething (1 subject in SC); the forgetting of items (3 in AC); the 

faiture to remember a word in Dutch (1 in AC); unpleasentness of the conversation (1 in AC) and a 

break off during recording (1 in AC) (question [6a.8a]). 

Secondly, the conversation with the secretary was a new and quite obscure situation. Most sub

jects hardly had any experience with answering machines. Both in AC and in SC, six subjects reported 

that they were confronted with an answering machine less than once a month (question [8,9]). In both 

conditions, nobody owned an answering machine. Moreover, the conventional way to pass data is 

different, i.e. through a secretary who writes them down one by one. Only one subject in the SC 

thought it a normal situation. The remaining seven subjects considered it a strange situation; in AC, five 

subjects considered it strange and two normal (question [1,1]). It seems that two meanings of 'strange' 

are involved bere. In SC, subjects did not expect that they should record items, but in AC, this task had 

never occurred befare to subjects, though it was imaginable. In AC, seven and in SC, six subjects pre

ferred to transfer data in a different way, i.e. through a person who writes down data one by one (ques

tion [2,2]). 

Third, the control possibilities were not explicitly presented to the subjects. During the interac

tion, the secretary uttered only sporadically suggestions. In addition to the supposition that callers knew 

well how a cassette recorder works, we expected that this wou1d be sufficient to activate the correct 

model of the situation. However, on the basis of the questionnaire we can conclude that seven subjects 

thought that the secretary controlled an answering machine and not a cassette recorder (questions [

,5],[-,5a],[-,5b]). Only one subject had developed the correct model, i.e. the recording of a message on 

tape with the assistance of a secretary. Though five out of eight subjects in SC supposed more control 

possibilities (question [-,5]), they did not use them doe to several reasoos (question[-,5b]). They won

dered, for example, about the relation between secretary and recording apparatus, whether she listened 

when the caller listened to the instructional text or when he recorded items, and what wou1d be possible 

to ask her. We meant to offer the possibilities of a cassette recorder, however, now that the secretary 

intervened, the possibilities were decreased. For example, if the subject wanted to stop the recording 

by saying .. stop" or "that was it", alsa these commands would be recorded. This would not happen if 

he could control the recording himself. Also, we meant to have the subject know the limits of the con

trol facilities, but in reality, the subject thought that he had more facilities than in case of a cassette 

recorder. This can be concluded on the basis of remarks during the interaction as: "I do not know 

whether I have said everything" and "What are actually these experiments?". In inter-human com

munication, it happens to be possible to communicate at severallevels and to change level without any 

problem. It would have been clearer, if the control had been mechanically, for the caller does not 

expect that a machine knows sarnething about the contents of a message. A different salution would be 
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to have a subject record a message that he expects that the secretary does not onderstand. 

Other aspects that possibly prevent the use of control possibilities are conventions in inter-human 

communication. For example, a subject remarked that she had not used the control facilities because 

then she feit embarrassed (question[-,5a]). The fact that subjects took little initiative is probably due to 

adopting a polite, nottroublesome attitude. According to question [4,3], in AC only 1 and in SC only 3 

subjects considered it too many items to remember. Furthermore, people expect the partner to be 

cooperative which probably invoked the expectancy that the secretary would wam if an item was for

gotten, which she was not allowed to do. Six subjects considered the secretary helpful and only two 

did not because she did not draw attention on the missing of an item or she gave too little instructions, 

befarehand (question [-,6]). All subjects said that the secretary was able to answer each question they 

posed (question [-,7]). 

A different aspect is the 'intimacy' of the situation. The secretary was preferred by seven subjects 

in SC (question [-,9c]) because of this. In question [2,2] subjects also expressed preferenee for personal 

contact in transferring this kind of data (seven in AC, five in SC). Finally, remarks on the lack of 

'privacy' or 'intimacy' in case of the answering machine were also made in questions [10,11]. 

4.4. Difference between the conditions 

The secretary-cassette recorder condition served as a means to examine whether the interactive transfer 

of a message is influenced by the enablement of interaction in control mode. A problem is that this is 

not the only differing aspect between AC and SC. While a human partner is added, the subject thinks 

that control other than feasible to a machine is possible (see 4.2). Furthermore, the control is in natoral 

language and the user can experience a kind of social controL For example, he can feel caught at uncer

tainty or stupidity when he wants to know sarnething or when he asks sarnething for a second time. 

The human interface that links the subject to the cassetterecorder in SC is a souree of uncontrollable 

differences between AC and SC. Thus, it is not clear how all these known and unknown differences 

have influenced the results, i.e. the recordings of the message. 

5. CONCLUSION 

In this experiment, a specific form of human-machine-human interaction is studied by varying the 

human-machine interaction in two conditions. In the more intelligent condition, several possibilities for 

cantrolling the machine were available. Each action of the machine was preceded and closed by interac

tion in natura! language which defined the forther course of the interaction. This interaction occurred 

between the sender of the message and a human agent who controlled the machine. No clear influence 

appeared on the ultimate recorded message that could be attributed to extension of the control possibili

ties of the machine. It can not be concluded that such an influence is absent in view of the points that 

are mentioned in the discussion. Especially, the untransparant presentation of the control possibilities 

and the lack of a need for control by the subjects prevent drawing stronger conclusions. 
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Appendix I: Text of the advertisement 

CALL FOR SUBJECTS 

At the Institute for Perception Research {!PO), we examine how people perceive and respond to pic

tures, sound and language. This happens a.o. by setting up experiments in which subjects perfarm a 

certain task. 

Therefore, IPO is looking for people who wish to participate in experiments now and then. The dura

tion of an experiment varles from half an hour till one hour and a half and the reward amounts to Fl. 

7,50 per hour. 

Persons who want to apply as a subject have to pass some data by telephone. This is possible on tues

day 16th and on thursday 18th may between 12.00 a.m. and 4.00 p.m. via telephone number 472441. 
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Bijlage ll: Instructional text 

''This is the automatic subject registration system of the Institute for Perception Research. To be 

registered as a subject, you have to record several data on tape. Would you be so kind to give the fol

lowing data and to spell data of which you think the notation is not clear at once. 

your name 

your address, consisting of street-name, number, postal code and residence 

your telephone number 

your date of birth 

your former education and current education 

your bank-account or Giro account number. 

Thus, name, adress and telephone number, date of birth and education, and after all, bank-account or 

Giro account number." 

[*only in case of the answering machine.*] You can speak after the second tone. 
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Appendix ID: Questionnaires 

(The dotted 1ines indicate places where subjects had some room at their disposal to explain their 

answers.) 

Appendixc ffia: AC Questionnaire 

1 You were connected to an answering machine, when you wanted to apply as a subject. What did 

you think of recording data? 

0 I considered it as very normaL 

0 I considered it yet strange during the contact with the machine because 

0 I considered it strange afterwards because 

0 Differently, 

2 Would you prefer to pass data in a different way? 

0 No, I thought this OK. 

0 It does not matter to me. 

0 Yes, namely 

3 Did you once put down the receiver and phone back before you recorded the required informa

tion? 

0 No. (go to question 4) 

0 Yes. 
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3a When and why did you put down the receiver? 

0 I put it down immediately when I noticed that it was an answering machine because 

0 I put it down after the instructional text because 

0 I put it down during the recording because 

4 What did you think of the amount of data that you had to record? 

0 The data could be remembered at once. (go to question 5) 

0 It were to many data to remember at once. 

0 Differently, 

4a Did you do something to be able to remember the data? 

0 No, I tried to remember them, be it with difficulty. 

0 Yes, I have written down the data. 

0 Differently, 

4b Did you want to do something to be able to remember the data? 

0 No. 

0 Yes, I wanted to write down the data. 

0 Yes, I wanted to hear again the instructional text. 

0 Differently, I wanted 
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5 Did you feel the need to look up specific data during the recording? 

0 No. 

0 Yes. namely 

6 Were you satisfied about the recorded data at the end of the conversation? 

0 I was completely satisfied. (go to question 7) 

0 I was not satisfied. 

6a If you were not satisfied about the recorded data. what yet did you want to change? (several 

answers are possible) 

0 I wanted to change some data. 

0 I had forgotten sarnething and wanted to add that. 

0 I wanted to omit something. 

0 I wanted to record everything again. 

0 I wanted to erase everything and leave bebind no data. 

0 Differently. 

7 Did you perhaps want to hear again your data? 

0 No. 

0 Yes because 

8 Were you connected to an answering machine once before? How many times? 

0 Never. (go to question 9) 

0 Rarely. less than once a month. 

0 Sometimes. more than once a month. 

0 Often. more than once a week. 

Sa What do you use to do when you are connected to an answering machine? 
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0 I listen to the instructional text and record a message immediately. 

0 I immediately put down the receiver. 

0 I listen to the instructional text and put down the receiver in case of the possibility to 

leave bebind a message. 

0 I listen to the instructional text, put down the receiver and call again to record a mes

sage after all. 

8b How often do you ca11 again to listen to the instructional text once more? 

0 Never. 

0 Once. 

0 At least half of the times that I am connected to an answering machine. 

0 Always. 

9 Do you use an answering machine yourself? 

0 No. 

0 Yes. 

10 Do you have any remarlcs about answering machines in general? 

11 Do you have any remarlcs about this experiment? 
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Appendix illb: SC Questionnaire 

1 You were connected to an answering machine, when you wanted to apply as a subject. What did 

you think of this way of recording data? 

0 I considered the telephone conversation ·as acceptable because 

0 I considered it yet strange during the contact with the machine because 

0 I considered it a strange conversation afterwards because 

0 Differently, 

2 Would you prefer passing such data in a different way? 

0 No, I though this OK. 

0 It does not matter to me. 

0 Yes, namely 

3 What did you think of the amount of data that you had to record? 

0 The data could be remembered at once. (go to question 4) 

0 It were to many data to remember at once. 

0 Differently, 
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3a Did you do something to be able to remember the data? 

0 No, I tried to remember them, be it with difficulty. 

0 Yes, I have written down the data. 

0 Yes, I have listened to the instructional text once more. 

0 Differently, 

3b Did you want to do something to be able to remember the data? 

0 No. 

0 Yes, I wanted to write down the data. 

0 Yes, I wanted to hear again the instructional text. 

0 Differently, I wanted 

4 Did you feel the need to look up specific data during the recording? 

0 No. 

0 Yes, namely 

5 During the telephone conversation, the secretary accompanied the recording and listening to your 

data with remarks as:"Shall I start the tape now?" or "Would you like the hear again your 

data?". Did this give you the impression that all sorts of different possibilities were yet available? 

E.g. recording the message again, pause for a while? 

0 No. 

0 Yes. 
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Sa Did you feel free to use such possibilities, also if they were not explicitly mentioned by the 

secretary? Why/ why not? 

0 No because 

0 Yes because 

Sb Did you use such possibilities? Why? 

0 No because 

0 Yes, I wanted 

6 Did you consider the secretary as being helpful? 

0 Yes because 

0 No because 

7 Did you ask questions that she could not answer satisfactorily? Which questions? 

0 No. (go to question 8) 

0 Yes, namely 
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7a Did you consider it disturbing ü the secretary did not know the answer? In case of which 

questions was this particularly disturbing? 

0 I did not really mind it. 

0 I considered it disturbing, particularly in case of questions about 

8 Were you satisfied about the recorded data at the end of the conversation? 

0 I was completely satisfied. (go to question 9) 

0 I was not satisfied. 

8a If you were not satisfied about the recorded data, what yet did you want to change? (several 

answers are possible) 

0 I wanted to change several data. 

0 I had forgotten sarnething and wanted add that. 

0 I wanted to omit something. 

0 I wanted to record everything again. 

0 I wanted to erase everything and leave bebind no data. 

0 Düferently, 

9 Were you connected to an answering machine once before? How many times? 

0 Never. (go to question 10) 

0 Seldom, less than once a month. 

0 Sometimes, more than once a month. 

0 Often, more than once a week. 

9a What do you use to do ü you are connected to an answering machine? 

0 I listen to the instructional text and record a message immediately. 

0 I immediately put down the receiver. 

0 I listen to the instructional text and put down the receiver in case of the possibility to 

leave bebind a message. 

0 I listen to the instructional text, put down the receiver and call again to record a mes

sage after all. 

9b How often do you call again to listen listen to the instructional text once more? 

0 Never. 
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0 Once. 

0 At least half of the times that I am connected to an answering machine. 

0 Allways. 

9c Which situation do you prefer: be connected to an answering machine or to a secretary that 

controls a cassette recorder? 

0 It does not matter to me. 

0 I prefer an answering machine because 

0 I prefer a secretary with a cassette recorder because 

10 Do you use an answering machine yourself? 

0 No. 

0 Yes,. 

11 Do you have any remarks about answering machines in genera!? 

12 Do you have any remarks about this experiment? 


